
Cornwall Blood Bikes East Cornwall Primary Care Network Tasking Guidance 

  ROSEDEAN OAK TREE SALTASH HEALTH  PORTVIEW 

TIMES 
Arrive by 17.10, 
Depart by 17.20 

Arrive by 17.15, 
Depart by 17.25 

Arrive by 17.50, 
Depart by 18.00 

Arrive by 17.30 

TUES YES NO YES NO 

WED NO YES YES NO 

THURS NO NO NO YES 

FRI YES NO YES NO 

 

1. Co-ordinator Guidance.  Please see the above spreadsheet for timings and days for  

pick-ups from the Surgeries involved. Please ensure that the designated rider for the week, 

has Job Numbers the evening before and has a UN 3373 box to carry the samples in.  

(Boxes being sourced by East Cornwall PCN, so in the meantime, please use a CBB Blood 

Box). The Surgeries only supply bloods and pathology samples and do not do COVID-19. 

Samples come in 2 forms, standard and Urgent / Emergency. Please separate the Urgent / 

Emergency from the rest so as they can go into the appropriate letter box at Derriford 

Combined Labs. The rota will reflect the designated rider and the new boxes will stay in the 

East. The boxes stay with the rider and are NOT to be handed over to Combined Labs staff. 

Riders are still available withing there duty to do other tasking but must have a break, food, 

refreshments if they feel they need them. You can mix all Surgeries samples. They are all 

going to the same place. 

 

2. Rider Guidance.  Please see attached photographs for entry points to surgeries. 

Rose Dene Surgery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a car park indicated at arrow 1 but it’s a judgement call if patients are in that entry point 
because the surgery has the 2 metre markings on the floor for Social Distancing. If you see any 
patients you are advised to park in the alcove marked by arrow 2. The Surgery is right on top of a 
zebra crossing and hatched lines which make this Surgery a little more awkward. Go through the 
archway and the main entrance is on your right-hand side. Go in and the staff will take you to the 
pick up point near the fridge. There is another entrance on the right, abit further in but it is a fire 
door and may be shut. Again, there will be NO COVID-19 but separate standard samples from  



Urgent / Emergency Address: 8. Dean Street, Liskeard. PL14 4AQ 
 

Oak Tree Surgery. 

  

Ride into the car park and go straight through to the hatched area where you see the door indicated 

with the arrow. The office behind this door has nurses in there and they will arrange for the samples 

to be brought through to you. This cuts down the possibility of having to go through to the Main 

Entrance where there is generally, patients waiting to go into their appointments. Should this 

arrangement change, you will be informed. Paperwork is as currently arranged, rider ‘PP’ the 

signature box and gets a name. Again, there will be NO COVID-19 but separate standard  samples 

from Urgent / Emergency Address: Clemo Rd, Liskeard. PL14 3XA 

Saltash Health Centre. 

 

Ride into the car park on the left and the Health Centre is in front of you. The Main Entrance is on 

the right but the entrance you need is to the left of the building. You can ride down the walkway and 

park up. In front of you on the right is a double door entrance. Enter there and the receptionist will 

inform the nurses that you are there and they will give you the samples to go. Signature protocol 

remains the same. Again, there will be NO COVID-19 but separate standard samples from Urgent / 

Emergency Address: Callington Road, Saltash. PL12 6DL 

 

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x100390553&id=YN1029x100390553&q=Oak+Tree+Surgery&name=Oak+Tree+Surgery&cp=50.46049880981445%7e-4.4509711265563965&ppois=50.46049880981445_-4.4509711265563965_Oak+Tree+Surgery

